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Collaborative Research: Identifying and Assessing
Key Factors of Engineering Innovativeness

Abstract

Significant resources are spent nationally and locally to foster innovativeness of engineers, yet confusion remains about critical knowledge, skills, and abilities necessary to enable innovativeness throughout the engineering innovation process. This collaborative research project combines expertise in cognitive diversity with expertise in assessment and entrepreneurship to characterize and assess innovativeness in practicing engineers and engineering students. First, we conducted a large-scale interview study involving forty-five engineering innovators with diverse backgrounds in engineering discipline, gender, ethnic, and geographic diversity. These interview data were analyzed to determine the key characteristics of engineering innovators. Next, we conducted an in-depth literature synthesis to understand different ways in which these innovative engineer characteristics were currently identified, and we have begun to assess existing needs for new engineering innovativeness assessment instruments. These studies will inform the development of scales designed specifically for measuring engineering innovativeness.

Introduction

Scientific and technological innovations have fostered our economic and social prosperity for the past two centuries, accounting for nearly half of the economic growth in the U.S. in the last 50 years. Innovation is recognized as the “most important ingredient in any modern economy.” Yet, as former Commerce Secretary Locke stated in 2010, our nation’s innovation system appears to be “broken”, adding that the U.S. has not adjusted to a new global marketplace where foreign countries and foreign companies have the ability to outpace their American counterparts. Global competition is redefining the process of innovation, and the leadership role that the U.S. had in the world is fading. There has never been a clearer imperative to improve the innovative capacity of U.S. college graduates, especially engineers.

While research on innovation and innovators is profound, many of these studies are not specific to engineers. In this study we address this gap by exploring engineers’ views of innovation and innovators who create and implement innovations in order to develop socially accepted descriptions of these phenomena. More specifically, three research questions were examined:

- How do engineers define and describe innovations and the innovation process?
- What are the characteristics or knowledge, skills, and attributes that enable engineers to translate their creative ideas into innovations that benefit society?
- How do these individual characteristics that enable engineers to be innovative vary across the stages of innovation?
Literature Review

According to the definition of innovation adopted by NSF’s Engineering Advisory Committee, innovation is the development of novel products, services, and processes that benefit society. But what makes engineers “innovative”, and what are the key factors that enable innovative behavior? While this question has extensively been studied in the business domain, there are no empirically developed and tested models particular to the engineering domain(s) and characteristics of engineers who innovate. The key factors and the relative importance of factors that we currently know from innovation research, may vary within the context of the innovation process. While some factors that support innovation may be necessary across the entire process, different skills, knowledge, and attributes may be more important in some stages and in some technical domains or contexts than others. In this project, we explore and document these diverse factors and their respective impacts on innovative behavior and success.

Review of Measurement Scales on Innovation

Attempts to define and measure “innovativeness” date back to the 1970s. Some scholars focused on a general definition and assessment of innovativeness, while domain-specific work tended to focus on consumer behavior.

- Jackson Personality Inventory. Jackson describes an innovator as “a creative and inventive individual, capable of originality of thought; motivated to develop novel solutions to problems; values new ideas; likes to improvise” focusing on the early stages of the innovation process.
- The Innovativeness Scale (IS). With this sale, Hurt, Joseph, and Cook measures general willingness to change and ability to adopt new ideas, which are aspects of innovative behavior but do not represent the full scope of innovativeness.
- Kirton describes a bipolar continuum of creativity and problem solving from those who are (generally) “more adaptive” to those who are “more innovative”, with the “management of structure” as the underlying factor that distinguishes them. According to Kirton, more adaptive individuals focus on efficiency and implementation within existing frames of reference, while the more innovative reorganize and restructure frames of reference as part of their problem solving, leading to more disruptive solutions.
- Leavitt and Walton’s Open Processing Scale (OPS). This is a domain-specific assessment of innovativeness and measure the adoption of new products or so-called “innovative consumer behavior”.
- Price and Ridgway, Goldsmith and Hofacker, and Flynn and Goldsmith, investigated people’s “tendency to learn about and adopt innovations (new products) within a specific domain of interest”. While useful for studies focused on consumer behavior, these results do not encompass the engineering-related factors we propose to measure.

Recently, a few researchers have focused on qualities required by engineers to be successful innovators. Fisher, et al. interviewed 10 experts to elicit their mental models about personal attributes, skills, processes, and environments for innovation, in terms of “promoters” (e.g., interdisciplinary thinking) and “inhibitors” (e.g., lack of confidence). Many of the scales as well as Ragusa’s Engineering Creativity and Propensity for Innovation Index (EPCII) focus primarily on the initial stage of innovation as opposed to our comprehensive approach.
Methods

Data Sources
To inform the full study an exploratory convenient interview-based pilot study of engineering innovativeness was conducted with engineering innovators.

Participant Selection and Sampling Process
Study participants were identified using a purposeful criterion and snowball sampling methods. We recruited participants by contacting engineering professionals in multiple disciplines and locations to act as connectors and also recruited using snowballing through engineering innovators. This process took about 6 months. The data were collected through interviews with experienced and recognized engineering innovators who described engineers who were innovative including themselves. The interview and data collection process took about 8 months.

Data Analysis
This study of engineering innovativeness was set in an interpretivist framework and developed a socially co-constructed description of engineering innovativeness. The data analysis process started by transcribing 45 interviews averaging 76 minutes each and 3460 total minutes. The emergent results were discussed in weekly project team meetings. Data were analyzed until categorical and theoretical saturation are achieved. Through an inductive analysis and a grounded theory approach, theoretical models were developed. Finally, we compared our findings with existing literature and documented our analysis and findings.

Results
We have completed a series of studies to develop a socially constructed set of key innovativeness factors. First, we conducted exploratory interviews with eight individuals who are recognized engineering innovators, innovation managers, engineering entrepreneurs and/or scholars of innovation – each covering a variety of technical disciplines and industries.

Second, we collected interview data from a group of 45 engineering innovators, ensuring engineering discipline, gender, ethnic, and geographic diversity. These interview data were analyzed through a qualitative study to determine whether the key factors identified in the first study were prevalent among a larger and more diverse group of participants.

Next, we conducted an in-depth literature synthesis to understand different ways in which these innovative engineer characteristics were currently identified, and we have begun to assess existing needs for new engineering innovativeness assessment instruments.
The key findings of our studies co-constructed with engineering innovators are:

1. **A definition of engineering innovation**: Engineering innovators described innovation similarly stating an improvement in a product or process that has value to users and is implemented sustainably and profitably in a community or marketplace.

   “In my mind, innovation is recognizing a need, or a gap, or a circumstance that could be better and then bringing to bear new ways of putting things together, [things] that usually exist, to be able to meet that need, or that gap.” **Richard**

   “Simply put, it’s a new way of doing things. It’s breaking tradition and taking a new approach to solving an old problem. I think an innovation is actually only truly innovative if it is delivered to the world and widely adopted, and enjoyably used.” **Riley**

2. **A two-stage definition of the engineering innovation process**: the front-end, or discovery and development stage, and the back-end, or implementation and adoption stage. Engineering innovators defined the innovation process as having a front-end (discovery and development stage) and a back-end (implementation and adoption stage). Engineering innovators also embraced a pipeline innovation model.

   “So an idea is a creative seed of what could be. An invention is the translation of the idea into something that could be viable, but the true innovation has vetted the idea and invention and made it a sustainable business proposition.” **Carol**

3. **Five critical characteristics of an engineering innovator**: Among the characteristics of innovative engineers identified by engineering innovators, five characteristics were the most prevalent: Deep Knowledge, Active Learner/Curious, Vision/Caring, Team Manager/Leader, Risk Taker.

   - **Deep Knowledge**. “So, having that exposure, that experience across the real broad spectrum of solutions was really helpful. The people in my career that have been really innovative have tended to basically [be] interested in virtually everything. And, they’ve got something beyond what I’ll call a cocktail party level of familiarity with subjects. They know a broad base of subjects deeply enough that it can provide meaningful contributions and information to problem solving.” **Pierre**

   - **Active Learner/Curious**. “All the people I know who are really good innovators are inquisitive, constantly seeking new ways to do it better.” **Doris**

   - **Vision/Caring**. “They’re forward thinking. They live in the future and that may be frustrating to those who want them to live in the present... but their heads are in the future.” **Dana** “[Innovators] want to make impacts. They want to change the world somehow. They get value out of that.” **Ian**

   - **Team Manager/Leader**. “You find out that working with other people is much more enjoyable, that [you] can leverage not only their talents but some of their energy.” **Aubrey**
• **Risk Taker.** “[He had] just a total lack of fear of not knowing how to do something. He would go after it and pursue those things. And he would have fun with it. I think that’s the way his mind worked, to see the humor in situations, and go off on a bizarre tangent just for the fun of it and then come back [and say]: Here’s what we really have to address, and figure out what’s going on.” *Toni*

4. **The uniqueness of the social construction of the characteristics of an engineering innovator:** Each engineering innovator uniquely described the characteristics of an engineering innovator.

5. **Five critical characteristics of a non-innovative engineer:** people who fail to challenge the status quo, are not collaborators, someone who minimizes risk, is not persistent, and is focused on a narrow domain of knowledge or expertise rather than a more diverse knowledge and skill base.

   “I can describe people that don’t [innovate]. They tend to stay within the system, and stay within the rules. They stick to their objectives and to an extent that they oftentimes can’t achieve their objectives because they’re not networking.” *Aubrey*

   “[Non-innovators] are the ones that cannot get out of the short-term, or say this is the way we’ve always done things. I see that a lot ...whether they don’t see [the value of the innovation], or they think it’s too much work. Gee, if I’ve got to develop a whole supply chain, that’s too much work.” *Ted*

**Future Research**

Our future work will focus on three things: (1) developing and validating an instrument to fully measure the characteristics of engineering innovativeness, (2) investigating how the characteristics of engineering innovativeness differ in the stages of innovation and in different engineering domains and contexts, and (3) initiating a database of engineering innovativeness that enables an evaluation and benchmark of the innovativeness of engineering students and engineering practitioners. With our new validated instrument in hand, engineering educators in academia and engineering managers in the workplace will be able to provide students and personnel with insight into their unique “brands” of innovative potential and manifest ability, and then guide those students/personnel in appropriate directions for professional growth.
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